INTERNET PRICE LIST #81 © 2018
E.S.J. van Dam Ltd - Canada Revenue stamp specialist since 1970 - P.O. Box 300, Bridgenorth, ON., Canada, K0L 1H0
All items offered subject unsold. Payment with order - Visa, Mastercard or check. Applicable tax extra in Canada.
North America: FREE SHIPPING orders over $35. Orders under $35 - $5 shipping/handling. Other countries: $3 shipping.
Email your order to: erlingvandam@gmail.com or news@canadarevenuestamps.com
phone 1-705-292-7013. Toll free phone - North America 1-866-382-6326.
Catalog #’s & values from 2017 Canadian Revenue Stamp Catalogue. Minimum order $25 - SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Today Cdn $100 = ± US$80
US$100 = ± Cdn$125.
It is much cheaper to buy in Canada - your US$ buys 25% more in Canada.
Credit cards are processed in Cdn$, your bank will convert at current exchange rate to your currency.

I will have a booth - this weekend May 5 - 6, 2018
at - Orapex, RA Centre - 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, ON,
Saturday 10-6, Sunday 10-3
FREE ADMISSION & FREE PARKING

Oct 28, 1872 Hamilton - Attractive $106.98 promissory note.
Rare FB38 - 2c brown horizontal strip of 3 used to pay the required 6c tax rate.
On the back - Very unusual
“Jan 31, 1873 Canadian Bank of Commerce, Hamilton, Note, Teller” hand stamp on back.
FB38 - 2c brown is a very scarce revenue stamp by itself and especially RARE on document.
Multiples of this value on document are extremely rare.
A very attractive and fresh item. The strip of 3 of the 2c brown is fresh and all perforations appear to be intact.
Note the major perf shift between the stamps.
$150 (±US$120)

Sign up to our FREE electronic mailing list on main page of our website, be sure to confirm your subscription upon receipt of confirmation email from
our website. To ensure receipt of our email notices please add... news@canadarevenuestamp.com ... to your approved address book/contact list
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NSW2c*NH - 1193 Nova Scotia mini sheet of 4 with original card folder - ARTIST SIGNED.
upper right stamp has small round indentation - VF otherwise.
This is a very scarce year and rare item. Cat $160
$50 (±US$40)
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Newfoundland NFR36*NH - 5c red x 2 plate number blocks of 8.
Plate “2” and Plate “2a”. 1 stamp on plate 2a shows a trace of very light hinge.
Both plate blocks - $65 (±US$52)

ML61 - $1 BF on LS.
Spectacular starburst cork cancel - $45 (±US$36)
FX31, 31a - 3/4 Cent thin overprint + 3/4 Cent thick overprint
on 1c WAR TAX. 3 similar lots available.
Fresh used - $16 (±US$12.80) for both

ML68 - $2 BF on CF
small perf fault to left of CF. Spectacular starburst cork cancel.
$25 (±US$20)
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OLT1* unused, no gum - 2 1/2 mills overprint on 2 mills
Rarely seen stamp and blocks are just unheard of.
Very attractive corner block of 20. Cat $600 - $300 (±US$240)

extra row of horizontal
perfs

MW1b*NH - pair with extra row of horizontal perfs at centre.
Cat $85 - $50 (±US$40)
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1879 Montreal Note with spectacular sailing ship engraving at left. No revenue stamps
$30 (±US$24)

FB18 - 1c - SECOND BILL ISSUE on 1867 Clinton $8 note.
The note is glued to very thick paper.
Cute little note. Second Bill issue is seldom seen on document
$125 (±US$100)
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1921 CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE
Special document used under “The Special War Revenue Act of 1915” to collect
special tax on promissory notes, etc.
This one is particularly nice as it has a block of 5 of the scarce FX17 - $4 brown in very nice condition + 2 copies FX9 - 40c + FX14 - $1.
High face value excise tax rarely seen on document
$70 (±US$56)
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1928 Ontario Gasoline Tax - OGT1* - 3c on 5c “FIVE CENTS” Counter imprint strip of 4.
Spectacular fresh VERY FINE condition - stamps are mint never hinged.
There is no blue C on the gum side which makes it extremely desirable.
EXHIBITION QUALITY - $350 (±US$280)

FPC1 on small clipping
with 7c postage stamp tied with 1974 Coquitlam, BC postal cancel.
The only postally used FPC1 I remember seeing.

1881 British Columbia - BCL5b - 10c black
The very RARE perf. 11 x 5½ in beautiful fresh condition.
Well centered for this issue. Cat. $250
$175 (±US$140)

Very Unusual - $35 (±US$28)
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BCD2, 2a - 1947 complete booklet pane of 4.
Position #1 has the broken “D” in “DUCK” Variety - see red arrow.
It appears that virtually all of the panes produced got wet and very few remain with gum. Most of the copies with gum remaining have been somewhat stuck
together. Fortunately most of the panes were soaked apart without doing any damage to the stamps or panes.
This is a nice pane without gum. Cat $175 - I have several available - $89 (±US$71.20)

1895 New Brunswick Probate
NBP9* - $2 blue Very Fine unused, no gum
Rarely seen - $125 (±US$100)

1895 New Brunswick Probate
NBP10* - $5 green Very Fine unused, no gum
Rarely seen - $145 (±US$116)

1895 New Brunswick Probate
NBP11 - $10 purple used. Light document fold
Rarely seen - $125 (±US$100)
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1906 ALBERTA - AL10 - Rare 25c green and black.
Horizontal strip of 3 - positions #1 - 3. Pos. #1 has a few tiny pinholes.
Pos. #1 shows dropped “2” variety in upper left “25”, pos. #2 raised “2” variety in upper left “25”
$220 (±US176)

AL16c* - One Dollar Pinperf with original gum
Very strong offset of black print on back.
Rare stamp - $200 (±US$160)

1868 Third Bill issue - FB40c* - 3c green IMPERF BLOCK OF 4.
Top pair has a very light hinge, rest is mint never hinged. Cat. $375
Spectacular fresh block - $250 (±US$200)
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1908 Saskatchewan District Court of the Judicial district of Cannington.
Nice combination of 1st and 3d issue Law stamps affixed.
SL4 - 25c green, SL22 - 10c, SL25 - 50c + SL26 - 75c x 3 copies.
Document looks better in real than it does in the scan.
$85 (±US$68)
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